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Abstract

Cooperative localization using foot-mounted inertial
navigation and ultrawideband ranging - a simulation
study
Fredrik Olsson

This report aims to evaluate the performance gains that can be obtained by
introducing cooperative localization in an indoor firefighter localization system,
through the use of scenario-based simulations. Robust and accurate indoor
localization for firefighters is a problem that is not yet resolved. Harsh environmental
conditions and stringent size, weight, power and cost (SWaP-C) requirements are
obstacles that have to be considered. Foot-mounted inertial navigation systems (INS)
are being evaluated for first responder localization, but they have an accumulating
position error that grows over time. By using ultrawideband (UWB) ranging between
the firefighters and combining range measurements with position and uncertainty
estimates from the foot-mounted INS via a cooperative localization approach it is
possible to reduce the position error significantly.
An error model for the position estimates received from single and dual
foot-mounted INS is proposed based on experimental results, and it contains a scaling
error which depends on the distance travelled and a heading error which grows
linearly over time. The position error for these dead-reckoning systems depend upon
the type of movement. Hence, the error model allows for varying position errors in
order to mimic different movements that occur in typical firefighter operations.
Similarly, an error model for the UWB range measurements was designed where the
range measurements experience a bias and variance, which is determined by the
number of walls between the transmitter and the receiver.
By implementing these error models in a scenario-based simulation environment it is
possible to evaluate the performance gain of different cooperative localization
algorithms. The scenarios are designed to provide realistic movements of smoke
divers in a search and rescue operation. A centralized extended Kalman Filter (EKF)
algorithm has been implemented, and the position accuracy and heading
improvements obtained through cooperative localization are evaluated over a smoke
diving operation scenario.
Using the proposed cooperative localization scheme it was possible to reduce the
position errors by up to 70% in a designed scenario, where a three-person smoke
diver team performs a search and rescue operation in two small apartments, where
varying sight- and heat conditions sometimes forces the firefighters to search close to
the floor by crawling.
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Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning

Målet med arbetet som beskrivs i den här rapporten har varit att utvärdera
prestandaförbättringarna som kan f̊as av att introducera samverkande lokal-
isering i ett inomhuspositioneringssystem för rökdykare, genom att använda
sig utav scenariobaserade simuleringar. Robust och noggrann inomhus-
positionering för rökdykare är ett problem som ännu ej är löst och är n̊agot
som förväntas kunna öka deras säkerhet och effektivitet avsevärt. En av
sv̊arigheterna med ett s̊adant system är att bibeh̊alla en hög noggrannhet
där positioneringen är nere p̊a rumsniv̊a samtidigt som användarnas krav
p̊a l̊ag vikt, storlek, energiförbrukning och kostnad följs. Systemet f̊ar
heller ej vara beroende av yttre hjälpmedel, som en förinstallerad infra-
struktur eller det globala positioneringssystemet (GPS), d̊a rökdykare oftast
opererar i miljöer d̊a dessa hjälpmedel ej är tillgängliga. Ett fotmonterat
tröghetsnavigeringssystem (engelska INS) h̊aller p̊a att utvärderas för position-
ering av räddningstjänstpersonal, men har visat sig ha ett positionsfel som
växer över tiden. En möjlighet är att använda sig utav ultrawideband
(UWB) sändtagare för att göra avst̊andsmätningar mellan brandmännen och
kombinera dessa med positionsestimaten fr̊an det fotmonterade tröghets-
navigeringssystemet och via s̊a kallad samverkande lokalisering göra det
möjligt att minska positionsfelen avsevärt.

En felmodell för positionsestimaten fr̊an ett fotmonterat tröghetsnavigerings-
system har tagits fram utifr̊an experimentalla resultat. Positionsfelet för den
här typen av system har visat sig vara beroende av hur användaren rör sig.
Felmodellen till̊ater därför positionsfel som varierar och tar hänsyn till olika
rörelsemönster som förekommer i typiska rökdykaroperationer. P̊a ett lik-
nande sätt har en felmodell för UWB avst̊andsmätningar tagits fram utifr̊an
experiment som visar att avst̊andsfelet till stor del beror p̊a antalet väggar
mellan sändaren och mottagaren.

Dessa felmodeller har implementerats i en scenariobaserad simuleringsmiljö,
som har gjort det möjligt att utvärdera prestandaförbättringarna för olika
algoritmer för samverkande lokalisering. Scenariobaserade simuleringar är
önskvärda d̊a det är snabbt och enkelt att designa och simulera ett scenario
och de fungerar som underlag och komplement till verkliga försök. Scenari-
erna designas som verkliga rökdykaroperationer med realistiska rörelsemönster
för rökdykarna. Den algortim för samverkande lokalisering som har implement-
erats och utvärderats är baserad p̊a ett centraliserat utökat Kalmanfilter
(EKF p̊a engelska), vilket är en välkänd och beprövad algoritm.



Genom att använda den här typen av samverkande lokalisering har det
visat sig vara möjligt att minska positionsfelen med upp till 70% i ett
rökdykningscenario där ett lag p̊a tre rökdykare söker igenom tv̊a sm̊a
lägenheter, där varierande sikt- och värmeförh̊allanden ibland tvingar rök-
dykarna till att söka nära golvet med ett krypande rörelsemönster. Simulerings-
miljön som har skapats kan även användas till att utvärdera andra typer
av individuella positioneringssystem, avst̊andsmätningssystem och algoritm-
er för samverkande lokalisering. Den här typen av inomhuspositionerings-
system kan även användas av soldater och insatsstyrkor.
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1 Introduction

An accurate and robust localization system for firefighters is something that
is desired in order to improve the safety and efficiency, for instance when
performing smoke diving (or Breathing Apparatus, BA) operations. Smoke
divers work in pairs, close to each other. A water hose is always carried by
the smoke divers and serves as a tool of self-protection from fires as well as
a means of guiding the pair back to safety by following the hose. One major
danger is that the smoke divers may, due to excessive heat and smoke, get
disoriented and separated from each other or the water hose and are unable
to find their way out. A smoke diving leader, who coordinates the smoke
diver pair via radio, will be positioned outside but close to the danger area.
An accurate localization system is believed to have the potential to reduce
risks of injuries and fatalities significantly [1, 2] by providing navigation
guidance and the ability to locate lost firefighters. Their efficiency may also
improve, e.g. since such a system would make it less likely for the same area
to be searched twice.

Smoke diving operations take place in Global Positioning System (GPS)
challenged environments, so alternative localization systems have to be used
in order to reach room-level accuracy. The localization system must be
independent of pre-installed infrastructures and any prior knowledge of the
environment. In addition, the system has to be lightweight, small and power
efficient [2].

There currently exists localization systems for firefighters which uses GPS
sensors combined with pedestrian dead-reckoning (PDR) systems. PDR-
type of systems use an inertial measurement unit (IMU) which contains
accelerometers and gyroscopes, often combined with magnetometers and
barometric altimeters, to detect the occurence of steps, estimate step lengths
and estimate the direction of the steps. Such systems, which uses back- or
torso-mounted IMUs, can achieve a position error below two percent of the
distance travelled in ideal conditions (see [3, 4]). However, during realistic
first responder operations the position error is expected to be significantly
higher.

Other experimental first responder localization systems which uses IMUs
aided by other sensors include:

• GLANSER [5], which uses IMUs aided by velocity measurements from
a Doppler radar mounted on the back of the firefighter.
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• Chameleon [6], which uses IMUs aided by dual cameras (visual or
thermal IR). The system is based on simultaneous localization and
mapping (SLAM) and also provides the ability to generate building
maps.

These are experimental systems that currently do not meet the requirements
of a market ready first responder localization system. Small and lightweight
hardware, which is capable of providing high accuracy measurements, (e.g.
thermal IR) is currently too expensive.

An alternative type of system, which has become a popular research topic
lately, is to use foot-mounted IMUs aided by zero-velocity updates (ZUPTs)
forming a so-called foot-mounted inertial navigation system (INS) [7, 8]. The
foot-mounted INS has the potential to be more accurate and robust towards
realistic first responder movements than the back- or torso-mounted systems
[2], although it is still subject to a growing position error which depends
on the type of movement. One possible solution that may improve the
performance for more difficult types of movement, which is the case in typical
smoke diving operations, is to use a dual foot-mounted INS setup (one on
each foot) and sensor fusion to improve the position estimate [1, 9].

It is possible to reduce the position error by fusing position estimates of
multiple individuals with range measurements between the individuals. This
type of sensor fusion is called cooperative localization (also known as col-
laborative navigation) and can be implemented in a number of ways, for
example:

• Simultaneous localization of a group of mobile robots capable of sens-
ing one another, using an extended Kalman filter (EKF) [10].

• First responder localization using dual foot-mounted inertial sensors
and inter-agent ranging with sensor fusion based on state space trans-
formation and marginalization [9].

• Sensor node localization in a stationary network using distributed
weighted multidimensional scaling (dwMDS) [11].

Ranging between individuals is typically performed by using radio transceivers
and by measuring the time it takes for a signal to travel between the
transmitter and the receiver. Impulse-response ultrawideband (IR-UWB)
transceivers (such as the TimeDomain P410 [12]) can provide range mea-
surements with centimeter-level accuracy in line-of-sight (LOS) and they are
robust towards multipath propagation, which are interesting properties in
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indoor cooperative localization applications.

There is a need for scenario-based evaluations of foot-mounted INS and
UWB based localization systems, especially for first responder localization
scenarios, where the conditions may be far from ideal for such systems.
There are many factors that can affect the performance, e.g. type of move-
ment, trajectory shape, number of units and their relative positions, and
the radio channel properties [13]. Scenario-based evaluations are costly and
time consuming to perform in reality, so there is a need for a complement-
ing scenario-based simulation environment, which can save both time and
resources.

This work aims to evaluate and present the performance gains of introduc-
ing cooperative localization by using UWB ranging in combination with
foot-mounted INS for firefighters. The evaluations are performed through
scenario-based simulations which have been designed to resemble realistic
smoke diving operations. Error models for foot-mounted inertial naviga-
tion systems when walking and crawling, as well as UWB ranging errors,
are presented. The proposed cooperative localization algorithm is based on
a centralized EKF and it is evaluated based on how it manages to reduce
position and heading errors compared to the case when only foot-mounted
inertial navigation is utilized.

First a theory section describes the concepts of foot-mounted inertial naviga-
tion and UWB ranging briefly. The error models for those types of systems
are described as well as the experimental data which the models are based
on. The theory section also describes the centralized EKF which was cho-
sen as the cooperative localization algorithm to be implemented and how
process and measurement noise is modelled. This is followed by a section
which details the simulation environment that was created to perform the
scenario-based simulations. After that, experiments and simulations that
were performed are described. Results from these experiments and simula-
tions as well as validations of the created error models are then described
and discussed. Finally there is a conclusion which summarises the most im-
portant results and discusses possible improvements and future work.
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2 Theory

This section starts by briefly describing the concepts of foot-mounted iner-
tial navigation and ultrawideband ranging to give the reader an idea of how
these systems work. This is followed by a description of the error models
that were chosen for these systems and the experimental data which the
models are based upon. A centralized EKF algorithm which is able to per-
form cooperative localization is then described as well as how uncertainties,
in the form of process and measurement noise is modelled. The error models,
the centralized EKF algorithm and the uncertainty models are all impor-
tant components that had to be implemented in the simulation environment
where they work together as a complete system which performs cooperative
localization.

2.1 Foot-mounted inertial navigation system

A strap-down foot-mounted INS provides (3D) position, velocity and orien-
tation estimates of the foot on which it is mounted. The system architecture
and the inner process of the foot-mounted INS can be seen in Fig. 1.

Figure 1. Block diagram of the system architecture in a foot-mounted INS.

The strap-down, foot-mounted INS contains an inertial measurement unit
(IMU) which consists of a three-axis gyroscope and accelerometer. By in-
tegrating the angular velocities provided by the gyroscope, the yaw, pitch
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and roll angles of the INS relative to a chosen coordinate system are found.
These angles describe the orientation of the IMU and are then used to trans-
form the measured accelerations to a local earth-bound coordinate system
(e.g. North-East-Down). Accelerations due to gravity are subtracted from
the acceleration measurements, which are then integrated twice to provide
the velocity and the change in position.

The measurements from the IMU contains noise which can make the position
errors grow large very fast, due to the double integration that is required to
perform inertial navigation. This is especially the case for the small low-cost
Micro-Electro Mechanical Systems (MEMS) based IMUs that are suitable
for foot-mounting. To prevent the errors from growing too large a so called
zero-velocity detection algorithm is used [2, 7]. During a step the foot is
at stand still for a short period of time. If some measurements from the
IMU (e.g. the norm of the acceleration) are lower than a certain thresh-
old for a pre-determined period of time, then the zero-velocity detection
algorithm considers that period to be a stand still period. A zero-velocity
update (ZUPT) is then performed which sends a pseudo-measurement to the
EKF where the velocity is zero. This significantly reduces the error growth
rate.

2.2 Ultrawideband ranging

Impulse-response ultrawideband (IR-UWB) transceivers, such as the Time-
Domain P220 and P410 units, can be used to provide very accurate range
measurements. These transceivers can transmit pulses that are a few nanosec-
onds long with a bandwidth of around 3.1 to 5.3 GHz [12]. This allows the
range measurements to have an accuracy down to a few centimeters in LOS
conditions. To avoid inter-system interference with other radio systems op-
erating in the same frequencies, the transmit power of UWB transceivers are
restricted which limits their operational range, up to a few hundred meters
in LOS conditions. In non-line-of-sight (NLOS) conditions the operational
range is further limited depending on environmental conditions.

Ranging systems can be designed based on different techniques such as Time
Difference of Arrival, Angle of Arrival and Two-Way Time-of-Flight (TW-
TOF). TimeDomain has chosen to use the TW-TOF technique for their
UWB transceivers as it is both robust and reliable [14]. The TW-TOF tech-
nique works by transmitting two packets of pulses back and forth between
the requesting and the responding transceiver. The arrival time is mea-
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sured from the first packet and the second packet is used as a reference for
determining the transmit time.

Multipath propagation has a very small effect on the ranging accuracy for
these transceivers. The high bandwidth of the pulses used for ranging results
in them being physically small, down to a few centimeters. This makes
it possible for a UWB system to separate multipath reflections from the
main signal by focusing on the first arriving pulse. The signals can also
penetrate most walls, which allows the direct path signal to be detected
even in NLOS conditions. Ranging has been done successfully through up
to two concrete walls or three to four plaster walls. However, the range
is typically overestimated in NLOS conditions, mostly due to the effects of
excess delay [15, 16].

2.3 Error models

This section shows how error models for a foot-mounted INS and UWB
ranging can be designed based upon experimental data.

2.3.1 Foot-mounted INS error model

The error model that is used for generating position estimates from a foot-
mounted INS is primarily based on earlier experiments [1, 17]. These exper-
iments were performed by equipping the participants with one INS on each
foot and having them walk along straight lines. The results of these experi-
ments show that the position error is caused by a heading error which grows
over time and a position error that is proportional to the distance walked.
The heading error seems to predominantly grow in different directions de-
pending on what foot the INS is mounted on. Different walks also show
differences in the rate of growth for the heading error which could partly
depend on how the individual walks, but there is also an unknown random
factor that determines the heading error growth for different tests.

Based on these results, an error model which contains a heading error that
grows over time and a distance dependant scaling error is proposed.

The heading estimate θ̂(t) is modelled as

θ̂(t) = θ(t) + kθTs + eθ,0 + eθ,t, (1)
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where θ(t) is the true heading, kθ models how the heading error increases
over the sample time period Ts, eθ,0 is the initial (constant) heading error
and eθ,t is a zero mean Gaussian white noise term with standard deviation
σθ.

The distance estimate d̂(t) is modelled as

d̂(t) = d(t)(kd + ed,t), (2)

where d(t) is the true distance, kd is a scale factor that models scaling errors
and ed,t is a zero mean Gaussian white noise term with standard deviation
σd that models random variations in the scaling error.

The parameters kθ, σθ, kd and σd, can have different values for different
types of movement, individuals and a stochastic component that changes
between realisations. How these parameters are chosen is described in the
error model validation (see section 5.2.1).

2.3.2 UWB ranging error model

The error model that is used to generate UWB range measurements is de-
scribed by Andrea Conti et al. in [15], and similar results have been obtained
in e.g. [16].

The range measurement rij , where the subscripts i,j, (i 6= j) are the in-
dices for the nodes between which the range measurement is taken, can be
modelled as

rij = dij + bij + eij , (3)

where dij is the true distance, bij is a range error bias and eij is a zero
mean random variable with variance σ2ij . From the results in [15] it is seen

that bij and σ2ij can be modelled as functions of what NLOS condition the
range measurement is taken from. A NLOS condition, from here on denoted
as Hnij , is defined by the number of walls, nij , between the transmitter
and the receiver. This model assumes that all walls are made of the same
material and are equally thick. In LOS conditions, the bias is zero. It is also
assumed that the direct path is always detectable, which means multipath
propagation have no effect on the range measurements.
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2.3.3 UWB ranging error mitigation

Some UWB transceiver provide the possibility to extract certain features
from the received waveforms and use those features to identify what the
NLOS condition for a range measurement is. If the correct NLOS condition
is identified it is possible to reduce the error bias significantly. This approach
is called error mitigation.

Experiments were performed in a typical apartment with furniture and con-
crete walls with thickness 15 and 30 cm. A total of 25 nodes were placed
in the apartment and 1500 simultaneous range and waveform measurements
were collected for each pair of nodes [15]. The nodes were placed so that the
measurements pass through walls at different angles with up to four walls
between the transmitter and the receiver. Three different features were ex-
tracted from the waveform measurements, the RMS delay spread τRMS , the
kurtosis κ and the maximum amplitude vmax. Given a set of features from a
measured waveform, the most probable number of walls between the trans-
mitter and the receiver can be identified. The probability of successfully
identifying the correct number of walls ranges between 82-96 percent for the
presented experiments. The exact probabilities, which are used to simulate
error mitigation with up to four walls between the transmitter and the re-
ceiver, can be found in Table. 1. Since all the experiments were performed in
one and the same environment, the presented error mitigation technique is
not guaranteed to have robust performance in other types of environments.
The simulated error mitigation only provides an ideal way of removing the
error bias from range measurements.

Table 1. Probability P (Dn|Hn) of identifying the correct number of walls Dn given the
true number of walls Hn.

Dn/Hn H0 H1 H2 H3 H4

D0 0.958 0.042 0 0 0

D1 0.046 0.903 0.040 0.011 0

D2 0 0.036 0.906 0.051 0.007

D3 0 0 0 0.966 0.034

D4 0 0 0 0.176 0.824
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2.4 Cooperative localization using an extended Kalman fil-
ter

This section describes how a centralized extended Kalman filter (EKF) can
be used to perform cooperative localization by combining the position esti-
mates from a foot-mounted INS and the range measurements from a UWB
transceiver.

The EKF is the nonlinear version of the Kalman filter which works by lin-
earizing the state space around the current state estimate mean and co-
variance. Unlike in a standard Kalman filter, the state transition and ob-
servation models do not have to be linear functions of the state variables.
Instead, they may be nonlinear but differentiable functions. Such state space
representation may be expressed as

x(t+ 1) = f(x(t),u(t)) + w(t) (4)

z(t) = h(x(t)) + v(t), (5)

where w(t) and v(t) are process noise and measurement noise with covari-
ance matrices Qt and Rt respectively. Let the state transition matrix Ft,
and observation matrix Ht be the Jacobian matrices of f and h respectively.
The EKF prediction and update equations are then as follows:

Predict

x̂(t|t− 1) = f(x̂(t− 1|t− 1), û(t− 1)) (6)

Pt|t−1 = Ft−1Pt−1|t−1F
T
t−1 + Qt−1 (7)

Update

ỹ(t) = z(t)− h(x̂(t|t− 1)) (8)

St = HtPt|t−1H
T
t + Rt (9)

Kt = Pt|t−1H
T
t S
−1
t (10)

x̂(t|t) = x̂(t|t− 1) + Ktỹ(t) (11)

Pt|t = (I−KtHt)Pt|t−1 (12)

The state-space representation used to describe the foot-mounted inertial
navigation process for a single node n ∈ [1, Nn], where Nn is the total
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number of nodes, is given by

xn(t+ 1) = xn(t) + un(t) +wn,t =

xn(t)

yn(t)

θn(t)

+

dn(t) cos(θn)

dn(t) sin(θn)

dθn(t)

+wn,t, (13)

where the state vector xn(t) is composed of the x- and y-coordinates, xn(t),
yn(t), and the heading θn(t). The control signal vector un(t) contains the
time derivatives of the states where dn(t) and dθn(t) are the distance moved
and the heading change between time t and t+ 1.

The state-space in (13) can be expressed using a set of non-linear equations
as

xn(t+ 1) =

fn,1(xn(t),un(t))

fn,2(xn(t),un(t))

fn,3(xn(t),un(t))

+ wn,t. (14)

The Jacobian state transition matrix F is then calculated as

F =


dfn,1
dxn

dfn,1
dyn

dfn,1
dθn

dfn,2
dxn

dfn,2
dyn

dfn,2
dθn

dfn,3
dxn

dfn,3
dyn

dfn,3
dθn

 =

1 0 −dn(t) sin(θn(t))

0 1 dn(t) cos(θn(t))

0 0 1

 . (15)

Now consider the measurement model which describes the range measure-
ments taken between different nodes, given by

zij =
√

(xi − xj)2 + (yi − yj)2 + vij = h(xi,xj) + vij , (16)

where zij denotes a range measurement taken between node i and node
j.
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If Nr denotes the number of range measurements that are available at time
t, the range measurement model can be expressed as

z(t) =


h1(xi1 ,xj1)

h2(xi2 ,xj2)

...

hNr(xiNr ,xjNr )

+ v. (17)

The Jacobian state observation matrix H is then calculated as

H =


dh1
dx1

dh1
dy1

dh1
dθ1

dh1
dx2

dh1
dy2

dh1
dθ2

... dh1
dxNn

dh1
dyNn

dh1
dθNn

dh2
dx1

dh2
dy1

dh2
dθ1

dh2
dx2

dh2
dy2

dh2
dθ2

... dh2
dxNn

dh2
dyNn

dh2
dθNn

...
dhNr
dx1

dhNr
dy1

dhNr
dθ1

dhNr
dx2

dhNr
dy2

dhNr
dθ2

...
dhNr
dxNn

dhNr
dyNn

dhNr
dθNn

 .
(18)

If h(xi,xj) models the range measurement between node i and node j the
elements of H are evaluated as

dh(xi,xj)

dxi
=

2(xi − xj)√
(xi − xj)2 + (yi − yj)2

dh(xi,xj)

dyi
=

2(yi − yj)√
(xi − xj)2 + (yi − yj)2

dh(xi,xj)

dxj
=

2(xj − xi)√
(xi − xj)2 + (yi − yj)2

dh(xi,xj)

dyj
=

2(yj − yi)√
(xi − xj)2 + (yi − yj)2

dh(xi,xj)

dx
= 0 otherwise (19)

2.5 Uncertainty models

Uncertainty is a quantification of how noisy the predictions of the system
model, as well as the measurements, are believed to be. In the EKF the
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covariance matrices Q and R model the process noise, w, and the measure-
ment noise, v, respectively. If w and v can be modelled as White Gaussian
noise, then the elements in Q and R can be derived from the noise vari-
ances.

The errors of the position estimate from a foot-mounted INS, and the range
measurements from a UWB transceiver, have both Gaussian and non-linear
components which makes the uncertainties more difficult to model. In the
simulations the nonlinear models can be used, but not for the EKF imple-
mentation where linearizations are necessary.

2.5.1 Process noise

The process noise w comes from the errors in the foot-mounted inertial
navigation process. This section describes how the models were derived from
the error models described in 2.5. In the EKF a simplified process model
with a diagonal noise covariance matrix process model was used

Q =

e2x 0 0
0 e2y 0

0 0 e2θ

 , (20)

The heading error growth can be derived from (1) as

eθ = kθTs + σθ, (21)

where kθTs captures the heading error growth over time and σθ is the stan-
dard deviation of the Gaussian White noise that models random heading
errors.

From (2) the distance error can be estimated as

|d̂− d| = E(d̂) +

√
E[(d̂− d)2] (22)

|d̂− d| = d̂(| 1

kd
− 1|+ σd

kd
), (23)

where d̂| 1kd − 1| captures the mean distance error and d̂σdkd is the standard
deviation of the multiplicative noise ed,t in (2).
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The heading error is derived from the accumulated heading uncertainties
which are stored in the state covariance matrix P, and the heading error
growth eθ as

|θ̂ − θ| =
√
var(θ̂) + eθ, (24)

where var(θ̂) is the accumulated heading uncertainties.

For the position coordinates the geometry in Fig. 2 was used to derive the
final covariances.

|𝜃 − 𝜃| 

𝑑 

𝑑  

|𝑑 − 𝑑| 

𝐱  

𝐱 

𝑒𝑥′ 

𝑒𝑦′ 

𝛽 

𝛼 𝛼 

𝑐 

𝑏 

Figure 2. A geometric representation of the relations between a position estimate x̂ and
the true position x

With the heading and distance error estimated the error growths ex and ey
can be found from the trigonometric relations in Fig. 2 giving
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α =
(π − |θ̂ − θ|)

2
(25)

β =
π

2
− α (26)

b = |d̂− d| (27)

c =

√
2(b+ d̂)2(1− cos(|θ̂ − θ|)) (28)

e′x = b sin(α) (29)

e′y = c− b cos(α). (30)

ex and ey also depend on the current heading estimate θ̂ and has to be
rotated to fit the global coordinate system.

[
e2x
e2y

]
= G

[
e′2x 0
0 e′2y

]
GT (31)

G =

[
cos(θ̂ + β) −sin(θ̂ + β)

sin(θ̂ + β) cos(θ̂ + β)

]
(32)

Which finally gives the process noise covariance matrix.

2.5.2 Measurement noise

The measurement noise v comes from the errors in UWB ranging. As ex-
plained in 2.3.2 these errors have a Gaussian distribution around a range
error bias which depends on the number of walls between the transmitter
and the receiver that the signal has to penetrate. If m denotes the num-
ber of range measurements, the covariance matrix R is a m ×m diagonal
matrix.

R =


er1

2 0 0 0
0 er2

2 0 0
0 0 ... 0
0 0 0 erm

2

 (33)

where eri is the estimated error for the ith range measurement, from here on
the index is omitted. Three different cases of UWB ranging were considered
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in the simulations. The first case is when only LOS measurements are used
in the cooperative localization algorithm, while all NLOS measurements are
discarded. Thus, the ranging uncertainty is modelled as:

er,LOS = b0 + σ0, (34)

where b0 and σ0 are the error bias and standard deviation for the UWB
ranging error in LOS condition. This case will generally produce fewer, but
more precise (unbiased), range measurements.

The second case uses both LOS and NLOS measurements and assumes that
it is possible to discern between LOS and NLOS but not determine the
number of walls. The ranging uncertainty is then modelled as

er,LOS = b0 + σ0 for LOS condition (35)

er,NLOS = (bk − b1) + σk for NLOS condition. (36)

This produces the same LOS measurements as in the first case, and all NLOS
measurements receive an uncertainty dependant on bk and σk which are the
error bias and standard deviation in a NLOS condition with k walls between
the transmitter and the receiver. This will often cause the uncertainties for
NLOS measurements to be over- or underestimated depending on how k
is chosen. Since it is known that there is at least one wall between the
transmitter and the receiver for NLOS measurements, the error bias for one
wall, b1, can be removed from the range measurement and its uncertainty.
This reduces the overall error bias for all NLOS range measurements.

The third case use both LOS and NLOS measurements and assumes that
the type of error mitigation described in section 2.3.3 can be used to identify
the number of walls between the transmitter and the receiver and remove
the resulting error bias. Identification of the number of walls is simulated
according to the probability of correct identification in Table 1. The ranging
uncertainty is then modelled as

er,EM = σn, (37)

where σn is the standard deviation for the LOS condition with n walls be-
tween the transmitter and the receiver. This case produces the same amount
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of range measurements as in the second case, and the performance depends
on the probability of identifying the correct number of walls. Also, the
assumption that the range bias can be completely eliminated is overly op-
timistic, since the model of the bias term will likely not perfectly coincide
with the true bias due to different wall thicknesses, and the signals incidence
angles may also affect the resulting range error bias.
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3 Simulation environment

This section describes the simulation environment that was created to per-
form scenario-based simulations for the cooperative localization scheme. The
environment can be divided into two parts, a scenario editor which is a tool
for creating and exporting scenarios and a simulation program which im-
ports and simulates said scenarios with functions that allow the user to
choose error model parameters and other settings.

3.1 Scenario editor

A cooperative localization scenario editor (CLOSE) was created in Java,
with the purpose of providing scenarios to be simulated and analysed. The
graphical user interface (GUI) can be seen in Fig. 3.

CLOSE is a tool that can be used to create scenarios to be used in the
evaluations of cooperative localization schemes. It has functions for drawing
the positions of the first responder personnel and walls on imported maps
as a background layer. The movement of the personnel can be customized
by entering a time value and then dragging the selected individual to its
position at that time. A path will then be generated that contains the
positions of the node at each sampling interval. It is also possible to add
specific types of movement (such as walking and crawling) to the personnel,
with the possibility for applying a specific error model for each movement
type. The trajectories, wall locations, and types of movement can then be
saved as text files that can be loaded into the simulation environment.
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Figure 3. The graphical user interface for CLOSE.

3.2 Simulation engine

The simulation program for the evaluations of cooperative localization schemes
was created in MATLAB. The simulation environment is used to simulate co-
operative localization for user created scenarios and produce results that can
be used to evaluate the performance of different algorithms. A flowchart de-
scribing how the simulation environment works can be seen in Fig. 4.

Before running the simulation program the user has to prepare a scenario.
A scenario consists of three text files that are generated in the scenario
editor described in section 3.1. The user may also choose settings for the
simulations in a settings-function in Matlab. These settings include:

• The number of anchor nodes in the scenario.

• Default INS and UWB error model parameters.

• An UWB ranging interval which controls how often UWB ranging is
performed between individuals.
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• The maximum range and number of walls between two individuals for
which it is possible to perform UWB ranging.

• Which UWB range measurements that are used and how the measure-
ment noise is calculated (LOS only, LOS and NLOS with- or without
error mitigation).

After the scenario and settings have been prepared the simulation program
may be run. In the initialization stage of the program the user may be
prompted to set individual model parameters for all mobile agents. This is
optional and can be turned on or off in the settings file. If anchor nodes
are present in the scenario, then the user will be prompted to set specific
parameters for them. Anchor nodes remain stationary from the moment
they are activated, and thus have zero process noise. The user may choose
at what time the anchor node is activated and the uncertainty of its position
estimate. Anchor nodes can also be initiated by a mobile agent in which
case the anchor node inherits the position estimate and uncertainty of its
parent at the activation time.

The simulation program can perform multiple simulations using the same
scenario and settings in order to find the statistical position error perfor-
mance (mean and standard deviations) of the scenario. A single simulation
is performed by the main simulation loop which performs the same steps for
every time sample t of the scenario. First the loop initializes anchor nodes
with activation time t. The loop then generates INS data which is used
to move the position estimates of all mobile agents according to the model
described in section 2.3.1.

Position uncertainties are estimated according to section 2.5 and used to
select appropriate weights and covariances for the cooperative localization
algorithms. The weights and covariances are chosen to reflect each node’s
uncertainty relative to other nodes. The difference being that weights are
larger and covariances lower for a low uncertainty.

UWB range measurements and uncertainties are generated according to the
models in section 2.3.2. The user may specify a time parameter which de-
cides how often range measurements are performed in the settings file. If no
range measurement should be performed, then empty vectors are generated
instead.

The position estimates are fused with the range measurements by the coop-
erative localization algorithm. The position errors with and without coop-
erative localization are then calculated and saved.
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The results can be viewed as plots of the mean position errors and standard
deviations for each individual node. It is also possible to view the positions
(both true and estimated) for each individual over the scenario.

Figure 4. Flowchart showing how the simulation program works.
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4 Experiments

This section describes experiments and simulations that were performed. In
order to have a foot-mounted INS error model that supports realistic fire-
fighter movement it was necessary to expand the model to include crawling
motion. A ”crawl experiment” was performed to collect the necessary data
for this model expansion.

A scenario where three firefighters performs a smoke diving operation and
searches through two apartments which includes both walking and crawling
motion was created. This scenario was simulated using 10 different settings
to see what effects these settings had on the performance of the cooperative
localization algorithm.

4.1 Crawl experiment

The error model for the foot-mounted INS described in 2.3.1 is based on
experimental results where the persons walked normally. However, it is
common for firefighters to crawl when searching in a hot and smoke-filled
environment [1]. No existing data from experiments with crawling motion
were found. Therefore, initial experiments were performed using a foot-
mounted INS when crawling to see how the position error behaves in that
situation.

The experiment consisted of an initial five meter walk, which was used to
initialize the foot-mounted INS, followed by a 40 meter crawl along a straight
line. 10 experiments were performed by the same person, five with the INS
mounted on the right foot and five on the left foot. This was enough to get
a basic understanding of how the position error can be expected to behave
during crawling motion. The INS used for these experiments were not the
same as described in 2.1. Instead, an INS developed by the Swedish Royal
Institute of Technology [18] was used, with a custom-made IMU (based on
an array of four collocated IMUs). This INS was more recently developed,
and more specifically designed for firefighters, so it was believed to be better
tuned for crawling motion. Both INSes has also shown similar results for
walking motion.
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4.2 Simulation scenario

The simulation scenario was designed to be similar to a real smoke diving
exercise using two smoke divers that work as a pair to search through a build-
ing. A smoke diver leader oversees the operation, communicating with and
sometimes assisting the smoke diver pair. The scenario consists of a search
through two apartments, see Fig. 5, where the apartment to the right has
little smoke allowing the smoke divers to walk (upright or hunched) while
the apartment to the left is smoke filled which forces the smoke divers to
perform a low search moving closer to the floor (e.g. crawling or using the
”knee-dragging” motion described in [1]). The apartment building have two
types of walls, thin plaster walls inside the apartments and thicker concrete
walls in the hallway. In this scenario, one concrete wall has been approx-
imated as two plaster walls. The smoke diver leader is stationed in the
corridor between the two apartments during the scenario and moves consid-
erably less than the smoke diver pair. The smoke diver pair searches each
apartment clockwise starting with the apartment to the right and always
stays within two meters of each other. A map showing how the firefighters
move during the scenario can be seen in Fig. 5. The smoke diver pair also
makes frequent short stops varying from 5 − 30 seconds during which they
haul the fire hose or discuss how to proceed. When walking, the smoke
divers move at a rate of around 0.4 − 0.7 m/s and when crawling around
0.1− 0.2 m/s. The choice of this type of movement is based on observations
from actual smoke diving tests performed at the R1 facility at the Royal
Institute of Technology in Stockholm, on the 9th of June 2014 (similar to
those reported in [19]). The entire simulated scenario lasts for 12 minutes
and 43 seconds.

In some scenarios, anchor nodes may be dropped by the smoke diver pair.
Anchor nodes are equipped with the same type of UWB transceiver as the
smoke divers, and if they are placed in a good position, they may provide
additional LOS range measurements. For scenarios which include anchor
nodes, the smoke divers are equipped with one anchor node each. The
anchor nodes inherit the position uncertainty of the smoke diver that places
it and thereafter remains stationary for the remainder of the scenario. Two
different locations for anchor node placement were chosen for the scenario
described in this section. Smoke diver 2 places the anchor node just inside
the doorway to the left apartment at time t = 200s and smoke diver 1 places
the anchor node further inside the left apartment at time t = 310s. The
anchor node positions can be seen in Fig. 5.
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Figure 5. Map showing how the firefighters move in the scenario. Smoke diver 1 (blue),
smoke diver 2 (red), smoke diver leader (green) and walls (black). The ∗−signs show where
the smoke divers place their respective anchor node in the simulations which include anchor
nodes.

4.3 Simulation setup

Multiple simulations were performed using different settings. A simulation
using a specific set of settings is performed 1000 times and saves the position
and heading estimates and errors for evaluation. The settings that were
changed between different simulations were:

• UWB ranging type:

– LOS only: Only uses LOS range measurements. Uncertainties
for the range measurements are chosen as shown in equation 34.

– NLOS k: Uses both LOS and NLOS measurements. It is as-
sumed that it is possible to discern between LOS and NLOS con-
ditions but not possible to identify what NLOS condition applies
to a measurement. k is a user chosen parameter which controls
how the uncertainty for each NLOS measurement is chosen (see
equations 35 and 36). Since it is known that there is at least
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one wall between the transmitter and the receiver for each NLOS
measurement, the error bias for one wall is removed from the
measurement and its uncertainty.

– Error mitigation: Uses the error mitigation approach described
in 2.3.3 to identify NLOS conditions and remove the error biases
from the measurements, prior to applying the cooperative local-
ization algorithm. Uncertainties for the range measurements are
chosen as shown in equation 37.

• UWB ranging interval: UWB ranging is performed between each
individual. This interval decides how often ranging is performed.

• INS placement: Decides which foot each individual has the INS
mounted on. Can be either a left-, right- or dual-foot INS setup. In
these simulations all individuals have the INS mounted on the right
foot or use a dual INS setup.

• Anchor nodes: Shows which anchor nodes (see section 4.2) that
are used in the scenario. The number of the anchor node indicates
which smoke diver it belongs to. The anchor node inherits the position
estimate and uncertainty from its smoke diver when it is dropped.
Only one anchor node can be dropped by each firefighter.

The UWB ranging type setting was interesting since it allows the cooper-
ative localization algorithm to use range measurements with different bias
and noise levels. Only using LOS measurements will mean that the mea-
surement bias and noise is kept to a minimum, but the number of range
measurements available will be small. Using NLOS measurements will mean
that the measurement bias and noise often is larger but more measurements
will give the cooperative localization algorithm more information to use in
the updates.

Simulating using a larger UWB ranging interval will show how the cooper-
ative localization algorithm performs if updates are less frequent, since the
EKF only performs updates when range measurements are available.

The heading error has been shown to depend on which foot the INS is
mounted on, and for a dual INS setup it could be assumed that the heading
error growth could be reduced significantly by applying sensor fusion to both
INSes.

The use of anchor nodes is also interesting to study since the anchor nodes
will provide additional range measurements once placed but the firefighters
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will have to carry additional equipment. The results from such simulations
could provide a base for weighing the performance gain of adding anchor
nodes against the impractical aspects of carrying more equipment.

The different sets of settings that were used in the simulations can be seen
in Table 2.

Table 2. Settings used in the simulations.

Simulation UWB ranging UWB ranging INS Anchor

# type interval [s] placement nodes

1 LOS only 1 Right None

2 Error mitigation 1 Right None

3 Error mitigation 5 Right None

4 Error mitigation 10 Right None

5 Error mitigation 20 Right None

6 LOS only 1 Right 2

7 LOS only 1 Right 1

8 LOS only 1 Right 1 & 2

9 Error mitigation 1 Dual None

10 NLOS 4 1 Right None
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5 Results and discussion

This section displays the results of the experiments and simulations. The
created error models are also validated. The section ends with a discus-
sion about the reliability of the results and limitations of the simulation
environment and system model.

5.1 Crawl experiment

The resulting trajectories from the crawl experiment described in 4.1 can
be seen in Fig. 6. It is apparent that the distance error in this test is more
dominant than the heading error. The heading error also seems to be more
random compared to the constant error growth model proposed in 2.3.1. The
error model parameters have to reflect these qualities, so having different sets
of parameters for walking and crawling motions is appropriate.

It should also be noted that the INS used in this experiment was not de-
signed or tuned for a crawling motion, using different parameter values may
improve the accuracy. A dual INS setup (one on each foot), is also expected
to improve the accuracy significantly during crawling, or other low search
movements [9, 1].

5.2 Error model validation

5.2.1 Foot-mounted INS error model validation

The foot-mounted INS error model was validated by simulating straight line
walks and crawls using empirically chosen parameter values. The results
from these simulations are then compared with the results from real exper-
iments in order to validate the error model. The goal is for the error model
to behave like a typical real system, which is why this validation method
seemed adequate.

Since the resulting trajectories from the experiments differ between individ-
uals and realisations, it was decided to choose the parameter values kθ and
kd, which models the heading error growth and the distance scaling error,
from normal distributions. These parameters are randomized as the simula-
tion program initializes and will be different every time a simulation is run.
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Figure 6. Resulting trajectories from a foot-mounted INS during the crawl experiment.

The standard deviations σθ and σd for the Gaussian noise terms are always
the same.

For the walking motion, the heading error growth parameter is the largest
contributor to the position error. Crawling has a smaller heading error
growth but a larger random heading error and the largest contributor to
the position estimate error is modelled to be the distance scale error, which
varies between realizations.

The error model for walking was validated by performing 20 (10 with the
INS on the right foot and 10 on the left foot) simulations where a person
walks along a 50 m straight line and back to the starting position. The
resulting trajectories from these simulations can be seen in Fig. 7. Similar
results have been obtained in previous tests [1, 17] and in other independent
tests [18] which shows that the heading error dominates and that there is
a systematic error that depends on which foot the IMU is mounted on.
Resulting trajectory plots for the tests in [1], which consisted of one person
walking along a 50 m straight line and back to the starting position 10 times,
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can be seen in Fig. 8. In these tests, the person was equipped with one INS
on each foot, each INS having its own position estimate. Sensor fusion of
the left and the right foot INS were also performed in these tests, which
significantly reduced the systematic heading error growth.

Figure 7. Resulting estimated trajectories from 20 simulations where a person walks along
a 50 m straight line and then back to the start position.

The simulated and real trajectories for walking motion look similar when
comparing the spread of the trajectories and the final position error, which
is the displacement from the origin. After the first 50 m the position errors
are within 2.5 m and after walking back to the origin the position errors are
within 5 m for both the simulated and real trajectories.

The error model for crawling was validated by performing 20 (10 with the
INS on the right foot and 10 on the left foot) simulations where a person
crawls along a 40 m straight line (as in the experiment described in 4.1).
The resulting trajectories from these simulations can be seen in Fig. 9. The
resulting trajectories from the crawl experiment (see Fig. 6) show similar
characteristics to the simulated trajectories, with the distance error being
more dominant and the heading error being more random than for a walk-
ing movement type. For both the simulated and real trajectories, the final
position estimates for both right- and left foot-mounted IMUs are seen on
both sides of the y-axis which shows that the foot-dependence of the heading
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Figure 8. Resulting estimated trajectories from 10 tests where a person walked along a 50
m straight line and then back to the start position, with (red) and without (blue) sensor
fusion.

error is significantly less prominent for a crawling motion. The final position
error along the x-axis are within 3 m for both the real and simulated trajec-
tories. Along the y-axis the final position error is within 15 m for the real
trajectories and within 10 m for the simulated trajectories. However, only
one of the tests produced a trajectory with a 15 m final position error along
the y-axis, the rest of the real trajectories have a position error within 10
m. Such large errors does not fit the current error model where the distance
error is mostly proportional to the distance moved. If these larger distance
errors occur frequently in future tests it may be appropriate to alter the er-
ror model, but since so little data of using foot-mounted inertial navigation
when crawling exist, it was decided to keep using the same model.
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Figure 9. Resulting trajectories from generated INS position estimates for 10 straight line
crawls, using a single foot-mounted INS.

The error model parameters used to achieve these simulated trajectories
can be seen in Table 3. These experiments and simulations are only for the
single foot-mounted INS case. For the dual foot-mounted INS case, other
error model parameters are used. Hence, these parameters were chosen
based on the assumption that the heading error is significantly reduced by
using a dual foot-mounted INS setup, which has been shown to be the case
in e.g. [1, 9, 18]. The standard deviation of the normal distribution used to
generate the heading error growth parameter kθ was reduced by half, and
for a crawling motion the standard deviation σθ of the random heading error
was similarly reduced by a factor of two. The expected value and standard
deviation of the normal distribution used to generate the distance scale error
parameter kd were reduced to one fifth and one tenth respectively, of the
values for a single INS setup for crawling motion. The standard deviation σd
of the random distance error was also reduced to one tenth of the single INS
value. These choices of kd and σd makes the distance error less dominant
for the dual INS setup during a crawling motion and was based on the
assumption that a dual INS setup tuned for crawling motion will perform
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better than the single INS used for the crawl experiment described in section
4.1.

Note that the rate of the heading error growth is different depending on
which system (sensor quality, algorithms, etc.) is used. It is also believed
to be affected by the gait of the individual. Hence, the parameters have
not been perfectly tuned to one data set but rather chosen to reflect typical
performance that can be expected using low-cost MEMS-based IMUs.

Table 3. Values of the INS error model parameters used for both a single and dual foot-
mounted INS setup. kθ and kd are generated from a normal distribution for each individual
in the simulation while the standard deviations σθ and σd are the same for everyone.

Movement type Walking Crawling

kθ (Single) [◦] ∼ |N(0, 0.04)| ∼ |N(0, 0.0132)|
σθ (Single) [◦] 0.01 0.4

kd (Single) ∼ N(0.995, 0.0025) ∼ N(0.90, 0.10)

σd (Single) 0.005 0.10

kθ (Dual) [◦] ∼ |N(0, 0.02)| ∼ |N(0, 0.0067)|
σθ (Dual) [◦] 0.01 0.2

kd (Dual) ∼ N(0.995, 0.0025) ∼ N(0.98, 0.01)

σd (Dual) 0.005 0.01

5.2.2 UWB ranging error model validation

Validation of the UWB ranging error model was done by selecting parame-
ter values for the range error bias bn and the range error standard deviation
σn and then generating 100 measurements through n = {0, 1, 2, 3, 4} walls.
The resulting error biases can be seen in Fig. 10. The error biases from
the generated range measurements were compared with the ones from real
experimental data in [15]. The experiments were performed with the Time-
Domain P220 UWB transceiver. New parameter values were empirically
chosen until the generated and real error biases seemed to have similar dis-
tributions. The chosen parameter values can be seen in Table 4.

The UWB ranging error model seems to generate range measurements with
an error bias distribution similar to the real range measurements. Some
minor differences can be seen for n = {2, 3} where the standard deviations
of the real data seem to vary somewhat with the distance [15], whereas the
standard deviations in the error model only depends on the number of walls
between the transmitter and the receiver.
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Table 4. Parameter values for the error bias bn and the error standard deviation σn, used
to generate range measurements through n walls.

n bn [m] σn [m]

0 0 0.05

1 0.28 0.2

2 0.68 0.3

3 1.08 0.4

4 1.68 0.5
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Figure 10. Resulting ranging error biases from 100 simulated range measurements through
different number of walls, using the parameter values in Table 4.

5.3 Simulations

The resulting position and heading error plots from various simulations can
be seen in Fig. 11 to 16. The plots show the mean errors (for 1000 simu-
lations) over time during the scenario. The maximum of these mean errors
can be seen in Table 5.

When only using LOS measurements to perform cooperative localization,
the maximum position error is reduced for the smoke diver pair but slightly
increased for the smoke diver leader. In Table 5 it is shown that for smoke
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diver 1 the maximum position error is reduced from 1.60 m to 1.04 m and
from 1.43 m to 0.94 m for smoke diver 2. The maximum heading errors are
increased for the smoke diver pair, from 8.8 degrees to 15.3 degrees for smoke
diver 1 and from 8.6 degrees to 15.9 degrees for smoke diver 2, while the
heading error remains approximately the same for the smoke diver leader.
The increase in heading error occurs towards the end of the scenario as can
be seen in Fig. 11. It is unclear what causes this increase in heading error
towards the end of the scenario.

The difference between only using LOS range measurements and using error
mitigation to remove the range error bias can be seen in Fig. 12. Using
error mitigation reduces the position and heading errors for smoke diver 1
and 2 more than when only using LOS measurements. Table 5 shows that
for smoke diver 1 and 2 the maximum position error is reduced to 0.50 m
and 0.43 m, and the maximum heading error is reduced to 4.8 degrees and
4.9 degrees respectively. This is a significant improvement over the case
when only LOS measurements are used. For the smoke diver leader the
heading errors are mostly unaffected, but the maximum position errors are
slightly increased after performing cooperative localization. When the EKF
increases the errors for a node it likely means that the uncertainties are
under- or overestimated for some node at that time.

The effect of increasing the interval between UWB rangings can be seen in
Fig. 13. When no UWB ranging is performed there is also no cooperative lo-
calization performed by the EKF, so having a longer ranging interval implies
that the system relies more on the (ZUPT-aided) INS. There is an obvious
power-performance tradeoff here since performing UWB ranging more fre-
quently requires more computations and power, but having a longer ranging
interval increases the heading and position errors. The longest ranging inter-
val that was simulated was 20 seconds. For this case it can be seen in Table
5 that for smoke diver 1 and 2, the maximum position error was reduced to
0.86 m and 0.77 m, and the maximum heading error to 5.2 degrees and 6.3
degrees respectively. This is still an improvement over the case where only
LOS measurements are used and UWB ranging is performed every second.
It can also be seen that the position for the smoke diver leader is less affected
with a longer ranging interval.

Results from the simulations where anchor nodes were used can be seen in
Fig. 14. By placing a single anchor node and only using LOS measurements
it was possible to reduce the position and heading errors significantly. When
using two anchor nodes and only LOS measurements it is possible to reduce
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the errors slightly more than when using NLOS measurements and error
mitigation. Table 5 shows that for smoke diver 1 and 2, the maximum
position error was reduced to 0.46 m and 0.39 m, and the maximum heading
error to 4.7 degrees and 4.0 degrees respectively, when using two anchor
nodes.

The results of the dual foot-mounted INS simulation can be seen in Fig. 15.
For this case, the position and heading errors are reduced when compared
to the simulations using a single INS setup. The maximum position error
was reduced from 0.65 to 0.27 m and the maximum heading error from 4.7
to 2.6 degrees for smoke diver 1.

Results from the simulation where NLOS measurements were used without
error mitigation can be seen in Fig. 16. For every NLOS measurement it
was assumed that there were four walls between the transmitter and the
receiver, which is the maximum number of walls that a range measurement
may pass through in the chosen error model, and the uncertainty of the
range measurement was set so that it incorporated the higher variances and
biases for the four wall scenario. Table 5 shows that for smoke diver 1 and
2, the maximum position error was reduced to 1.22 m and 1.11 m, but the
maximum heading error increased to 20.2 degrees and 21.9 degrees. There
are two periods where the heading error suddenly increases significantly for
smoke diver 1 and 2 and then starts correcting itself after a while. This
happens at approximately t = 510s and t = 685s, which is when the smoke
divers start receiving LOS measurements to the smoke diver leader again
after a longer period of NLOS conditions. Suddenly receiving measurements
with good accuracy and small uncertainty to the smoke diver leader, who has
a small position uncertainty, causes the EKF to perform large corrections
to the position estimates of the smoke diver pair. These large corrections
reduces the position errors at the cost of temporarily making the heading
errors larger. The heading errors start recovering again before the smoke
diver pair are in NLOS to the smoke diver leader again.

Snapshots of resulting trajectories after single simulations which uses the
same settings as in simulation 2 can be seen in Fig. 17 and 18. These
snapshots were taken at roughly the same time, one during the search of the
right apartment where the smoke divers can walk, and one during the search
of the left apartment where they are forced to crawl. The trajectory plots
show how the errors and uncertainties have changed from one snapshot to
the next. It is clear that the errors and uncertainties are significantly larger
for the foot-mounted INS compared to the cooperative localization with
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error mitigation.

Figure 11. Resulting mean errors with 1σ confidence intervals for no cooperation (blue)
and cooperative localization by the extended Kalman filter (red) for simulation 1, where
only LOS measurements are used with a ranging interval of 1s and a single right foot-
mounted INS setup.
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Figure 12. Resulting mean errors with 1σ confidence intervals for no cooperation (blue),
cooperative localization by the extended Kalman filter for simulation 1 (red) and simula-
tion 2 (green).
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Figure 13. Resulting mean errors for no cooperation (blue) and cooperative localization
by the extended Kalman filter for simulation 2-5, where error mitigation is used and the
ranging interval increases with a single right foot-mounted INS setup. Ranging intervals
of 1s (red), 5s (green), 10s (magenta) and 20s (cyan) are shown.
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Figure 14. Resulting mean errors for no cooperation (blue) and cooperative localization by
the extended Kalman filter for simulation 6-8, where different anchor node setups and only
LOS measurements are used, with a single right foot-mounted INS setup. The different
anchor node setups are described in section 4.2. Shown here are the results for the setups
using anchor node 2 (red), anchor node 1 (green) and anchor node 1 and 2 at the same
time (magneta).
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Figure 15. Resulting mean errors with 1σ confidence intervals for no cooperation (blue)
and cooperative localization by the extended Kalman filter (red) for simulation 9, where
error mitigation is used with a ranging interval of 1s and a dual foot-mounted INS setup.
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Figure 16. Resulting mean errors with 1σ confidence intervals for no cooperation (blue)
and cooperative localization by the extended Kalman filter (red) for simulation 10, where
NLOS measurements are used without error mitigation.
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Table 5. The maximum mean position (epos [m]) and absolute heading (eθ [◦]) errors and
their 1σ standard deviations, for each individual and simulation. The simulation # refers
to the simulations in Table 2. The errors and standard deviations are shown for both
inertial navigation only (INS) or with cooperative localization (CL).

Sim. Method Smoke diver 1 Smoke diver 2 Smoke diver leader

# INS/CL epos (1σ) eθ (1σ) epos (1σ) eθ (1σ) epos (1σ) eθ (1σ)

1-8,10 INS 1.60 (0.84) 8.8 (10.9) 1.43 (0.75) 8.6 (10.6) 0.21 (0.15) 2.8 (2.1)

1 CL 1.04 (0.97) 15.3 (18.0) 0.94 (0.88) 15.9 (22.0) 0.44 (0.45) 4.7 (5.3)

2 CL 0.50 (0.36) 4.8 (5.8) 0.43 (0.24) 4.9 (4.8) 0.28 (0.17) 3.0 (2.1)

3 CL 0.70 (0.50) 7.8 (5.8) 0.66 (0.38) 7.8 (5.1) 0.29 (0.17) 3.0 (2.3)

4 CL 0.78 (0.52) 7.3 (6.3) 0.78 (0.46) 8.8 (6.4) 0.27 (0.15) 2.9 (2.1)

5 CL 0.86 (0.39) 5.2 (5.2) 0.77 (0.37) 6.3 (5.6) 0.25 (0.15) 2.7 (2.0)

6 CL 0.74 (0.37) 3.9 (6.7) 0.66 (0.31) 4.5 (5.2) 0.24 (0.12) 2.7 (1.7)

7 CL 0.65 (0.52) 7.7 (13.3) 0.56 (0.50) 4.5 (8.2) 0.24 (0.14) 2.6 (2.0)

8 CL 0.46 (0.39) 4.7 (8.9) 0.39 (0.31) 4.0 (6.1) 0.24 (0.18) 2.5 (2.1)

9 INS 0.65 (0.45) 4.7 (5.6) 0.56 (0.36) 4.2 (5.2) 0.11 (0.08) 1.4 (1.1)

9 CL 0.27 (0.12) 2.6 (1.4) 0.25 (0.11) 2.1 (2.1) 0.19 (0.07) 1.4 (1.05)

10 CL 1.22 (1.19) 20.2 (20.0) 1.11 (1.10) 21.9 (25.6) 0.50 (0.56) 5.7 (6.6)
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Figure 17. Shows two snapshots of the resulting trajectories after one simulation, which
uses the same settings as simulation 2. Trajectories shown are the true trajectories (blue)
and the inertial localization trajectories (red), over the last minute prior to when the
snapshot was taken. The ∗−signs indicate the true and estimated positions for their
respective colors. Around the red position estimates there is a black circle which shows
the estimated position uncertainties at the time the snapshot was taken.
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Figure 18. Shows two snapshots of the resulting trajectories after one simulation, which
uses the same settings as simulation 2. Trajectories shown are the true trajectories (blue)
and the cooperative localization trajectories (red), over the last minute prior to when
the snapshot was taken. The ∗−signs indicate the true and estimated positions for their
respective colors. Around the red position estimates there is a black circle which shows
the estimated position uncertainties at the time the snapshot was taken.
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5.4 Discussion

The errors seen in the results in section 5.3 are smaller than what is generally
expected. Very few measurement results are available in the open literature,
which could be used to validate these results. The TOR system [9, 19], has
shown to be accurate to within 1.5 - 2 meters during a realistic firefighter
search operation, although the trajectory was different. However, in a few
situations the TOR system experienced an abrupt, large heading error which
will heavily decrease the accuracy. Furthermore, during some low search
movements it is likely that a single foot-mounted INS will experience longer
periods without ZUPTs, which then could seriously reduce the accuracy.
Such errors have not been included in the implemented error models for the
foot-mounted INS. Another reason is that the simulations described in this
report does not take the initialization process of the foot-mounted INS into
account, which means no initial position and heading errors are present.
The important aspect of the analysed results are not the absolute position
and heading errors but rather the relative errors for the inertial localization
and cooperative localization cases.

Using NLOS measurements without a reliable way of removing the error bias
may also cause the cooperative localization to perform worse than expected
since the EKF is designed for Gaussian noises. If the error bias is large
compared to the standard deviation it may cause the EKF to push the
position estimates of the smoke diver pair away from the smoke diver leader
in NLOS conditions. If the position errors were significantly larger than
the error biases of the range measurements, which is not the case for the
simulations described in this report, the EKF is expected to perform better
relatively but not absolutely.
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6 Conclusions and future work

Scenario-based simulations of cooperative localization, using foot-mounted
INS and UWB ranging, for a realistic smoke diver scenario have been per-
formed and analysed. The proposed cooperative localization scheme using
a centralized EKF algorithm has been shown to be able to reduce both po-
sition and heading errors for a smoke diver pair. The algorithm does not
depend on any pre-installed infrastructure and is able to function during
periods where no range measurements are performed or available.

An error model for the foot-mounted INS which includes both walking and
crawling motion has been designed based on experimental results. Similarly
an error model was designed for UWB ranging which includes both LOS
and NLOS measurements with up to four walls between the sender and the
receiver.

By using the error mitigation method (described in section 2.3.3) to reduce
the ranging error biases, it was possible to reduce the maximum position
errors for the smoke diver pair by up to 70% in the designed scenario. This
was a significant improvement to when only using LOS range measurements,
where it was possible to reduce the maximum position errors for the smoke
diver pair by up to 35%. The conclusions that can be drawn from this is that
if it is possible to receive more unbiased range measurements, the perfor-
mance of the cooperative localization will increase. Furthermore, apart from
reducing the absolute localization errors that have been discussed above, the
cooperative localization approach will significantly reduce the relative local-
ization errors between the firefighters. In many situations the relative errors
will become bounded, while systems that only use inertial navigation will
have errors that grow indefinetly.

If it is not possible to reliably identify the number of walls and remove the
error bias from NLOS range measurements it may be better to only use LOS
measurements, unless the position errors are expected to be larger than the
range measurement error biases. This may be the option if cheaper, less
advanced UWB transceivers are used.

Equipping the smoke diver pair with anchor nodes, which they can drop
during the operation, was also shown to be an effective way of reducing
the errors depending on where the anchor nodes are placed. When only
using LOS measurements and two anchor nodes, placed in an area where
the smoke divers are expected to be for a long time, it was possible to reduce
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the errors similarly to when error mitigation was used.

The designed simulation environment can be a helpful complement to real
experiments, when it comes to evaluating cooperative localization schemes
in the future. New scenarios can easily be designed by using the cooperative
localization scenario editor (CLOSE), and error- and simulation parameters
can be set by the user. With little work, it is also possible to implement
other cooperative localization algorithms for testing.

Future work and possible improvements include:

• Simulate other types of scenarios, since the position and heading er-
rors depend on how the individuals move. Larger industrial-type of
facilities are of particular interest to examine.

• The error mode for the dual foot-mounted INS setup needs to be mod-
ified and validated through experimental data from firefighter tests
where they perform low search movements.

• The process noise uncertainty model often over- or underestimates the
position uncertainties, finding a more accurate model may improve the
performance of cooperative localization. Including non-Gaussian error
terms, such as the heading error growth parameter, as states in the
EKF may be one such improvement.

• Other types of cooperative localization schemes should be tested and
compared to the proposed EKF approach, such as the algorithms used
in the TOR system [9, 19].

• Error models for other personal positioning systems (such as PDR-
type of systems) and other radio systems, including low-end UWB
transceivers and software defined radios with integrated ranging wave-
forms.
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